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HR STUDY FINDS FACULTY PAY BELOW NATIONAL BENCHMARK
JoshMerchant and
Khiiong “Teddy” Vo
News Editor and Volunteer Writer
Seattle University’s Human
Resources (HR) Department recently
conducted a study on the salaries of
faculty and staff, comparing them
against “benchmark” salaries, which
are based on similar positions both
nationwide and within the city. This
studyconcluded thatwhilestaffsalaries
were relatively close to benchmark,
faculty pay was, on average, 95 percent
of peer institutions.
Some faculty raised concerns with
this study. They were upset by this
result in a city as expensive as Seattle.
According to PayScale, Seattle’s cost of
living is 49 percent above the national
average, so it was concerning for them
that Seattle U fell below benchmark.
Further, they questioned the liveability
of the “benchmark pay” and whether
faculty at other institutions are
struggling, as well.
HR Director of Total Rewards and
InstitutionalPrograms MattPhilip said
that the university chose to compare
faculty salaries across the nation, but
the study was heavily weighted toward
the “Peer 11” institutions. These
universities are of similar size and
news
mission, such as Loyola Marymount
University, University of Denver, and
Gonzaga University.
Many of these universities are in
similarly expensive cities—Santa
Clara University, University of San
Francisco, and University ofPortland.
Because the studywas heavily weighted
toward the Peer 11 institutions, Philip
believes that it accounted for the high
cost ofliving in Seattle.
That being said, because many
faculty may move to different cities
for teaching jobs, Philip said that HR
aimed to make facultypay competitive
across the nation, as opposed to
tailoring salary to the cost of Seattle.
Given these study results, however,
some faculty believe that the study
should have taken into consideration
that Seattle has a much higher cost of
living than most cities in the U.S.
Christopher Paul, the
communications department chair,
said that the university has not raised
faculty salaries to accommodate this
increasing cost ofliving.
“It is increasingly expensive to live
in Seattle, as everyone here knows,
and pay simply wasn’t keeping up.
Since I’ve been here, we basically
haven’t had any raises with the cost of
living, so that means each year you’re
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getting a pay cut,” Paul said.
He thinks it’s good that HR is
collecting these data to inform pay
decisions. However, he would like to
see more detail published regarding
the methodology used in this study.
“The benchmarking this time was
done in house, it was done by HR.
And it makes sense to me that you
need some sort ofdata to start to make
decisions. I won’t reject data informed
decisions on face. At the same time,
how you put that data together
matters, and sharing that data with
people so that they can review it
and see what makes sense and what
doesn’t, matters,” Paul said.
One of the key issues he sees with
this market study is that it doesn’t take
into account whether or notthe faculty
at peer institutions are surviving on
their competitive salary.
“I also have some concerns with
using the market as a guide for this
because of course, it doesn’t show us
if all of these professors that we’re
comparing ourselves to are also
struggling to make ends meet,” Paul
said. “If the market is broken, the
benchmarking only does so much.”
Julie Harms Cannon, a professor
in the department of anthropology,
sociology and social work, said that
her low pay makes it difficult to
provide for her family.
“We couldn’t live on my salary, my
family. I can only do my job here
because my husband works in the tech
industry and he makes much much
more than I do,” Harms Cannon said.
“My undergraduates from Seattle U
expect to make more thanI make, and
I have a PhD.”
Harms Cannon is a part-time
adjunct professor, meaning that she
is paid per course, as opposed to
receiving a yearly salary.
While Seattle U has found the
market pay benchmark for full-time
faculty, they have not yet identified
the average pay for adjunct professors.
However, Vice President for HR
Michelle Clements said that she has
worked with Provost Shane Martin to
create a faculty salary committee to
see how to best study market pay for
per-course faculty.
“Part of it for us is to get a better
understanding of the per-course
faculty members—are there different
market comparators that we should
be looking at by school or college?”
Clements said. “There might be better
measures than those ‘Peer 11’ that we
just described.”
Martin said that Seattle U works
to provide additional benefits to help
care for the whole person. He said the
university offers competitive salaries
and comprehensive benefits.
“It’s what we have been working on,
in a quite focused way, certainly since
I arrived and started my position last
June. But I would say the university
was already working on this. So the
last time that Seattle University did a
compensation study for faculty was in
2011, and then our Human Resources
department began this work prior to
my arrival,” Martin said. “Our goal is
to have all of our faculty, the average
faculty at 100 percent of the market.”
In the meantime, many faculty
continue to be frustrated with their
low pay. As adjunct faculty continue to
ask for fair pay and unionization, they
feel undervalued by the university
administration.
“I think it’s unfair that the university,
specifically Father Sundborg, talks
about his world class faculty - and
we are a very good faculty, right? But
he doesn’t pay the faculty fairly. So
there’s a lot of faculty in my position
who aren’t making a living wage, but
he gets credit for us being world class
faculty,” Harms Cannon said. “Jesuits
take avow ofpoverty. We didn’t.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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SGSU RESOLUTION “REBUKES” CHARTWELLS TREATMENT OF WORKERS
Logan Gilbert
Staff Writer
Student Government of Seattle
University (SGSU) passed a resolution
in an effort to support student workers
who have experienced workers’
rights violations while working
for Chartwells. Residence Hall
Association (RHA) brought the issue
forth after several student workers
originally came to them after a
scheduling issue that happened at the
beginning ofspring quarter.
Workers have since detailed
instances in which they felt their
physical safety and emotional needs
were not respected on the job, such as
one student worker who was forced
to work after experiencing an allergic
reaction. Throughout the process of
writing theresolution several students
have come forward alleging physical
and mental mistreatment.
These reported problems for
student workers are just the latest of
Chartwells workers’ complaints of
mistreatment and abuse by employers.
While prior complaints have come
from both student and non-student
employees, SGSU spoke out on behalf
of student workers in particular in
this resolution.
Workers allege the issues first
started when their availability was
not taken into account when the
schedule for the quarter was put
together. After workers put in their
availability, they were given schedules
that interfered with their schoolwork
or extracurricularactivities.
It was when students brought
this issue to their residence hall
representatives that RHA and SGSU
came together to try to make sure that
these issues were fixed immediately.
Through the process of drafting
this resolution, several other key
issues were brought up regarding
management’s treatment of workers.
The students claimed that they were
not getting the legally required
overtime pay for days worked more
than eight hours, and that they were
not receiving secure scheduling
pay for when their schedules are
unexpectedlychanged or cancelled.
The resolution broadly recognizes
that there are student complaints
regarding their physical and mental
treatment and uses the particularly
vivid example of a “manager
instructing an employee with an
allergic reaction to ‘take a 20 and
splash some water on your face.’”
Student employees, who chose to
remain anonymous also told a storyof
a manager who ridiculed a worker for
having diabetes.
“The manager started to talk to
another employee about how useless
some diabetics are because [the
manager] used to work in a home
taking care of them,” one employee
said. “She tries to stand up for herself,
but she just keeps being pushed
back down.”
The student workers raised these
concerns about treatment and pay to
theirmanagers hoping that these issues
would be resolved, but they persisted.
Student workers cannot join the
existing food service union because
they are hired through the school, and
they have no one to represent them
as a collective and teach them about
their workers’ rights.
“Student workers don’t know our
rights,” one employee said. ’’The fact
that we are not able to join the existing
union, which exists to advocate for
workers, means that Chartwells has
no incentive to not stomp all over us.”
After all of these complaints were
brought forth, SGSU representatives
wrote legislation to take action.
Graham Wieglos, one of the at-large
representatives, and Marrakech
Maxwell, one of the first-year
representatives, were the sponsors for
the resolution, which is a declaration
of support. They helped draft the
document and prompt the talks that
are scheduled to happen between
Chartwells and SGSU.
While the resolution started as a
way for SGSU to advocate for student
workers to have fair scheduling, it has
since come to include a series of other
rights violations, including awareness
of physical and mental health
issues, as well as issues with paying
students properly.
Shelley Strayer, the resident district
manager for Chartwells, declined an
interview with The Spectator, but she
said in an email that Chartwells was
unaware of any mistreatment and
would not have anything to say until
their upcomingmeeting with SGSU.
SGSU will meet with Chartwells in
the coming weeks, alongside student
workers, in order to achieve fair and
legal treatment as employees. For the
team, they believe it to be important
to take action that fosters cooperation
among all campus entities, as
described by SGSU President
Azrael Howell.
“I think it’s very important to have
a relationship With everyone involved,
especially when it comes to this
dynamic of students and admin and
staff, making sure that relationship is
clear across the board, making sure
everyone knows about their roles but
ultimately knowing that students have
the power,” Howell said.
If the issues are not resolved, SGSU
said they are willing to take further
action to ensure that Chartwells
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follows labor laws and respects the
rights ofstudent workers. SGSU wants
the student body to be cognizant of
these students’ issues and is seeking
the student body’s support on
these issues.
“We really want this to be something
that the administration hears about,
the best thing people can do is to talk
about these issues, write to Chartwells
telling them you as a student won’t
stand for this,” Wieglos said.
Logan may be reached at
lgilbert@su-spectator.com
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STUDENT PARENTS ENCOUNTER LACK OF RESOURCES
Debbie Dickinson
Volunteer Writer
Being a student is a full-time job,
but being a student as a parent is a
herculean feat. For many student
parents at Seattle University, they
encounter a lackof both childcare and
family housing options, which they
believe contributes to a university that
offers little to no support for students
who are parents.
Midori Hogg is a student-parent
who transferred to Seattle U from
Shoreline Community College at
the beginning of this school year.
At Shoreline, Hogg had access to
childcare on campus, and there were
discounts on childcare for students.
“I was hoping that [Seattle U] would
6 NEWS
have relationships with local childcare
centers, but they don’t,” Hogg said.
Hogg talked about the challenges
of being a full-time student while
being a single-parent to her
one-year-old daughter.
“I very much struggle with reaching
assignment deadlines,” Hogg said.
“I also struggle with attending
extra curricular activities that some
professors require, as either a part
of the curriculum or as extra credit
opportunities that could increase
my grade. There is no one to watch
my daughter in the evenings or
on the weekends, and I can not
attend activities outside of class
withoutchildcare”.
Azrael Howell, Student Government
of Seatde U President, talked about his
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experience as a commuter student and
parent to four boys ranging from ages
16 to 21.
“There are some difficulties and
barriers when it comes to being
available for things,” Howell said.
“It’s like balancing being there for
your children while also seeking
to finish your education and be
successful there.”
Director of Parent and Family
Engagement Laurie Prince provides
services to both the parents of Seattle
U undergraduates and Seattle U
students who are parents. Prince is
the only staff member in this office,
according to the Seattle U website.
“My office primarily serves as a
resource for parents of Seattle U
undergraduates—that’s the main
focus,” Prince said. “Supporting
students who are parents is a much
smaller component of the job. Why
we don’t have childcare is a bigger
issue than just this office.”
The Office of Parent and Family
Engagement sponsors a few programs
a year for student-parents, including
a kids clothing swap happening on
May 15.
Princetriestohavesome information
easily accessible on theSeattle U Parent
and Family Engagement website for
student-parents. The website includes
information on childcare options
near Seattle U, off-campus funding
resources, and on-campus resources
such as the student health center,
lactation rooms, and bathrooms with
changing stations.
Prince talked about the difficulties
she faces in providing services to
student-parents outside of childcare
and family housing.
“It is hard to identify [student-
parents] because that information
is not a part of the SU admissions
application,” Price said. “Unless
students self-identify in some way, I
don’t have a way of finding out who
they are in any formalized way.”
The Outreach Center provides
services to first-generation and
veteran students and the McGoldrick
Collegium, serving students over 25,
both include populations that include
some student-parents. However, the
Outreach Center and McGoldrick
Collegium do not provide services to
student-parents outside of co-hosting
events with the Office of Parent and
Family Engagement.
Reflecting on her year at Seattle U,
Hogg expressed what she would like
to see, in terms ofsupport for students
who are parents at the university..
“I wish the school could be more
accommodating to students who
are parents. I haven’t even met other
parents who attend this school, and
I think that says a lot about the kind
of environment SU has established,”
Hogg said. “I would think that at a
Catholic institution parents would be
considered and supported more.”
Howell discussed some ways he
feels Seattle U can improve itsservices
to student-parents.
“When it comes to SU’s mission of
educating the whole person, I think
it’s important to take all aspects of a
student’s situation into perspective
and to make sure all students are
taken care of. The student population
is different. It is more important to be
equitable than equal because we all
have differentneeds,” Howell said.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
SUNDBORG TALKS CYBERSECURITY, BUDGET, AND PUPPIES AT FORUM
Sophia Wells
News Editor
In his last President’s Forum of
the 2019-20 academic year, Seattle
University President Stephen
V. Sundborg, S.J. addressed the
community to review what he saw
as key university matters, including
the upcoming budget and efforts to
increase declining enrollment rates
amid a 4.5 percent increase in tuition.
Throughout the meeting, Sundborg
focused on the FY21 budget, which
will include an overall $3.3 million
reduction, and a recent data security
incident that left the personal data
of various members of the Seattle U
community vulnerable to fraud or
identity theft. .
A previous statement from the
university detailed the events of this
breach in an email on April 23, in
which a Seattle U employee lost a
computer containing unencrypted
information on a Seattle Metro bus.
This data included the social security
numbers of 2,000 former and current
faculty and staff members and
their dependents.
Sundborg said at the forum that he
was “upset” by the breach and called
for more intentionality to ensure
encryption ofall university laptops.
“As president of the university, I
think we care about our data security
and the protection of our personal
information,” Sundborg said. “It
should not happen, we must be doing
more to prevent it from happening,
and we must start by redoubling our
efforts to encrypt all ofour laptops.”'
While Seattle U Chief Information
Officer, Chris Van Liew said at
the forum that it is unlikely that
this information has actually been
accessed by anyone, he apologized
for the breach and said that the
university is still treating the situation
as though someone has accessed
the information.
“We want to apologize to the
universitycommunity for the concern
and frustration that this has caused
you,” Van Liew said. “We understand
that the possibility of your personal
data being available out there
somewhere out of our control is not
just frustrating, but even unnerving.”
In the wake of the breach, the
Information Technology Services
has made organizational changes to
address possible breaches like this in
the future. The employee who lost the
computer mistakenly believed that it
was encrypted, so Van Liew described
key steps that the office is taking in
order to ensure that all university
distributedcomputers are encrypted.
“We are confirming that any
new device that is deployed from
IT services to the campus users is
encrypted before they receive it,” Van
Liew said. “We’ve also gone through
and we’ve begun cataloging the other
devices that are out there to see how
the universitymanages both Windows
and Mac computers to determine
which ones are encrypted and which
ones aren’t.”
Van Liew additionally mentioned
that the office has also recently
hired a new Information Risk and
Cybersecurity Director and that the
office will be sending out a follow-
up email in the coming weeks with
more information on their steps
moving forward and data encryption
at Seattle U.
Addressing the 2020-21 budget,
Sundborg said that there will be a
$3.3 million reduction in the overall
budget with the cuts running the
gamut in offices across campus.
The offices of Academic Affairs and
Student Development will have the
smallest percentage of their budgets
cut, with Academic Affairs facing
with a 1.3 percent cut. He said that the
administration prioritizes faculty and
staff compensation, student success
and retention, and academicprograms
when considering the year’s budget.
Though the university tuition
will increase by 4.5 percent for the
next academic year, enrollment
has decreased and the budget for
faculty salaries will see an increase
of3.7 percent.
The current year’s operating budget
has an operating deficit of$3.7 million,
down from the previous year’s deficit
of $5.2 million. The university took
money from previous years’ reserves
and endowments to cover for these
deficits, but Sundborg said that this
measure could not be sustained,
hence the cut in the coming year’s
operating budget.
“That’s not possible for us to
continue to have the operating deficit
of anything like that measure, we
should have operating surpluses in
order to be able to invest in what’s
important for the future,” Sundborg
said. “We’re at a point where we’re
going to need to do a real pivot in our
university to get us out of this mode.”
He then passed the conversation
to interim Chief Financial Officer,
Andrew Boyle who spoke to how the
university will increase enrollment
through academic programs available,
as he that reported 86 percent of the
budget is based on enrollment and
tuition dollars.
He said that the university was
looking to expand their nurse
practitioner, online graduate business,
andscience and engineeringprograms,
as well as relying on Athletics tobring
in more students.
“These priorities drove the entire
process, and we looked at reductions
and tried to decide what reductions
we needed to take,” Boyle said. “These
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Father Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. speakingat the PresidentsForum on May 7,2019.
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were the guardrails that we use. We
looked at what investments we were
going to make, this is what we based
our decisions on.”
Sundborg closed the forum by
asking for any audience questions
or comments, and when none were
brought forward, he noted a campus
concern that has been brought to his
attention: the considerablepresence of
dogs on campus.
He said that while the presence of
dogs—particularly that of off-leash
dogs—on campus could provide great
fun for many in the neighborhood and
those on campus, itcan causeproblems
for thosewho are uncomfortablebeing
,
in such close proximity to the canines.
“We may be reviewing that, looking
at -that, considering that, but I just
wanted to mention it because I feel
sometimes something like that can be
a more important sort of concern to a
few people that you want to be aware
of. And it might be [a concern] to a
lot of other people and I’ve seen a few
instances on campus that were pretty
evident to me it was a person who had
a phobia,” Sundborg said.
Sophia may be reached at
swells@su-spectator.com
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The Spectator recieved the Susan Hutchinson Bosch awardfor perserverance and
quietcourage lastyears.
MICHAEL OLLEE • THE SPECTATOR
Ken Armstrong and T. Christian Miller won a Pulitzer Prizefor their investigative
reporting on the story ofa sexual assault survivor.
MICHAEL OLLEE • THE SPECTATOR
Ken Armstrong answers questionsfrom the audience in a short Q&A section.
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KEN ARMSTRONG DISCUSSES AWARD-WINNING BOOK
NEWS
MICHAEL OLLEE • THE SPECTATOR
Ken Armstrong recieved the Pacific Northwest booksellers association awardfor
his book “A Flase Report: A True Story ofRape in America.”
On May 13, editors of The Spectator, sat down with Ken Armstrong to discuss his
book as well as journalism in modern society.
MICHAEL OLLEE • THE SPECTATOR
Alec Downing, Frances Divinagracia, and Michelle Newblom ofthe Spectatorpose
with Armstrong and both of theirrespective awards.
SURVEY SAYS: MICROAGGRESSIONS FACING GRADUATE STUDENTS
JackDerby
Staff Writer
Based on theresults of a recent survey
put on by the Graduate Student
Council (GSC) that found a significant
percentage of graduate students have
experienced exclusionary behavior,
it appears that Seattle University
has work to do to achieve its goal
of providing all students with an
inclusiveand accepting environment.
In the 2018 Graduate Student
Survey, reflecting the views of some
Seattle U graduate students from
Oct. 19 to Dec. 8, 2018, a concerning
27 percent of respondents said that
they had experienced exclusionary
behavior at the university within the
last year.
27 percent of those surveyed
responded that they had considered
leaving Seattle U—an unsettling
figure for the university to grapple
with. Part of the reason for that figure
is the microaggressive behaviors
some students have reported that
they experience from their professors
and peers.
The results do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of the entirety of the
Seattle U graduate studentpopulation,
as only 244 of the 1879 graduate
students responded to the survey.
However, any ill feelings about Seattle
U are certainly concerning for the
institution, and considering another
notable statistic from the survey, the
exclusionary behavior that students
experienced could have a tangible
effect on the student population.
First-year Sociology major Drew
Silva defined . microaggressions and
discussed the problems that theypose.
“A microaggression—it’s usually
unintentional. They’re usually very
subtle and nuanced, but it is an
action or verbal offense that feeds
into a particular negative or baseless
stereotype about a certain group of
marginalized people,” Silva said.
He said that he experiences
instances of microaggressions weekly,
and although they have not led him
to consider transferring, he believes
that they are a definite problem. He
also said that they are endemic to
American society and are common in
other cultures as well.
President of GSC Amber Larkin
agrees with Silva that those behaviors
are not specific to Seattle U.
“I don’t think the percentage of
respondents that indicated that they
experienced exclusionary behavior
is something that would be different
from any other campus. I think it’s
fairly common,” she said. “You will
find microaggressive behaviors from
anyone about anything, anywhere.
Whether it’s someone rich making
fun of someone who’s poor, or if
its someone who is able versus
someone who is differently abled, it
happens anywhere and everywhere.
It speaks to the larger social system
that is dominant in society, and
any university is just a microcosm
of society.”
After breaking down the results
of the survey, Larkin discussed the
progressofthe universityin amending
the issue ofmicroaggressivebehaviors.
“I think they’re starting to work
on it already. There’s always room to
grow’’ she said.
She suggested that the university
could take certain steps to alleviate
the problem.
“I think the role of the Vice
President of Diversity and Inclusion
is the right step. I think fully funding
that department is the next step, and
I think on a micro level, it’s about
making sure that our professors or
faculty members recognize their own
personal biases,” Larkin said. “They
can learn to navigate that at a personal
level and then m'aybe facilitate
conversations at a classroom level.”
As Larkin suggested, the
university’s creation of the position
of Vice President for Diversity and
Inclusion exemplifies Seattle Us
stated commitment to addressing
those problems.
In 2017, Seattle U President Fr.
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. announced
in a written statement addressed to
students, faculty, and staffthat Natasha
Martin would fill the new position,
and report directly to him to better
address the concerns that students
have about certain microaggressive
behaviors on campus. Martin had
previously served as the Associate Vice
Provost for Institutional Inclusion and
ChiefDiversity Officer.
Director of Seattle U’s Indigenous
Peoples Institute and Associate
Professor of women and gender
studies Christina Roberts, affirmed
that the work that Martin’s office has
done at Seattle U has been necessary
for the campus community. However,
she cautioned that sacrificing valuable
open communication with cautious
and redacted dialogue could lead
to a failure to address the divisions
between people.
“Across the states, therehas been this
movement to do preventative trainings
to avoid microaggressions, and I
think that is a dangerous space to get
into, because we do make mistakes,”
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Roberts said. “People unintentionally
are coming from communities and
discourse communities in which
their language is molded within
those spaces, and when you bring
people together who are coming
from a variety of different ways of
communicating, about difference,
about identities, it suddenly becomes
this fraught situation.”
As the university continues to
navigate the problems that come with
a community of people with diverse
backgrounds and political beliefs, it’s
becoming clear that addressing this
complex issue requires nuance and
even more complex solutions.
Jackmay be reached at
jderby@su-spectator.com
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Muslim Students Reflect on Fasting in College
*4
The first morning during
Ramadan, I woke up 10 minutes
before dawn. As I realized I slept
through my alarm, I scrambled to
microwave my leftover Panwa Thai
before suhoor was over. This is a story
that is all too familiar for manyfasting
Muslim college students—especially
thoseaway fromhome without family
members making noise in the kitchen.
Ramadan is the ninth month in the
Islamic calendar where Muslims all
over the world fast from dawn until
sunset. As the Islamic calendar is
based on the lunar cycle, the month
varies between 29 and 30 days. The
month’s significance stems from the
Muslim belief that the first day of
Ramadan was when the Quran was
revealed to Prophet Muhammad.
Ramadan is also one of the Five
Pillars of Islam. The Five Pillars
of Islam are comprised of specific
integral responsibilities that Muslims
practice as part of their faith.
Although fasting is a Pillar of Islam,
many people do not fast for various
reasons, such as illness, pregnancy,
old age, and traveling.
When fasting during Ramadan,
Muslims refrain from eating food
and drinking liquids. Additionally,
since the month is also used to
strengthen spirituality, Muslims also
try to refrain from negative behaviors,
such as cursing, insulting, lying, and
gossiping. As this is a time for spiritual
and religious reflection, Muslims put
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more effort into more intentionally
practicing Islam. This is all to better
ourselves as human beings and to
cleanse our soul from things that may
be harming us.
The morning meal that Muslims eat
before dawn to prepare for the day of
fasting is called suhoor, and the meal
wherein we break our fast at sunset is
called iftar. Ramadan is a month that
is heavily based on community, and as
a result, these meals are usually eaten
with friends or family.
Ariana Dennis, a second-year
international studies student spoke
to the difficulties of eating the pre-
dawnmeal awayfrom home. At home,
she shares the meal with family, and
navigating her home that early in the
morning iscomfortable—a contrast to
how she eats suhoor here at college.
“Waking up and eating suhoor is
a tiptoeing process, because I don’t
want to wake up my roommates,”
Ariana said.
Although Ramadan is a communal
experience, many Muslims take a
personal approach to the month by
setting goals for and towards their
religious commitments. Ariana
reflected on how she and her family
define the meaning of Ramadan,
taking a spiritual approach to
the month.
“My mom always taught me to
appreciate what we have, and that
Ramadan is not supposed to be a time
of hardship,” Ariana said. “It’s a time
to connect with our spirituality and
Allah, and to have a community to
connect with.”
Additionally, Ramadan teaches
Muslims how to practice self-control
and self-discipline as well as increase
our empathy for humankind. In fact,
another Pillar of Islam is Zakat, a
form of charity where Muslims who
are able to pay do so in order to assist
those who are less fortunate. A form
of Zakat is usually paid at the end
of Ramadan as part of the efforts to
increase practicing thereligion.
At the end of the month, there is a
large celebration and holiday called
Eid al-Fitr, or the Festival of Breaking
the Fast. This holiday consists of
praying at the mosque and having
parties, family gatherings, and several
feasts of food. Similar to the month of
Ramadan, Eid al-Fitr is heavily based
on community and surrounding
oneself with family and friends.
For a lot of Muslims, such as myself,
a community is something that they
lack during the month of Ramadan
here at Seattle University. Eating my
meals alone in my dorm is a dramatic
contrast tohow myfamily and friends
usually celebrate Ramadan at home.
At home, my mother and I would
cook food and desserts for the family
together. At sunset, we would spread
our dining table cloth on our living
room carpet and load the plates of
food all over it as we finally broke
our fast
Preparing to write this article meant
that I needed to speak with other
Muslim students at Seattle U to get
a rounded account on how it feels
like to fast at a place that’s not home.
Understandably, it was difficult to
set meetings with people —classes
are too long and people are hungry
and exhausted. This prompted me
to think: What is Seattle U doing
to accommodate students who are
fasting for Ramadan?
Personally, this quarter, my days are
quite long. Halfway through my last
classes of the day, I can feel myself
dozing off and ready to take a nap.
A current frustration of mine during
this month of Ramadan is with the
Cherry Street Market hours, which I
share witha few other fasting Muslims
who live on campus. The sunset
occurs anywhere between 8:30 p.m.
to 9 p.m. this Ramadan, but Cherry
Street Market closes at 8 p.m.
“Seattle University has good
intentions, and they even sent out that
email about Ramadan,” Ariana said.
“It would be nice if they extended
C-Streethours or had other options or
accommodations for people that have
to be on the meal plan.”
Although some fasting Muslims
have received recognition, support,
and certain accommodations from
individual professors and classes,
students would still be interested in
seeing greater efforts being made to
support the Muslim community on
campus, especially during a month
that can feel so hard and draining
when practicing away from home.
For many fasting Muslims during
Ramadan, food and community are
inherently linked. Being away from
home in college severs you fromfamily
and community in many ways, and
young fasting Muslims tend to feel this
severance when observing Ramadan
as a college student. Because of this,
it’s very easy to feel isolated from the
people that make Ramadan fulfilling.
Jenna Abbassi, a junior social work
student, shared similar sentiments.
“Until I came to SU, I would always
celebrate Ramadan with my family in
Palestine,” Jenna said. “I feel like now,
it’s more of a countdown. Here, you
have to make your own family’’
Although there are few fasting
Muslims on campus, it can be difficult
to find people to share the month
with. This Ramadan, Jenna is making
sure to reach out to people and invite
her friendsand other fasting Muslims
to break fast with her. By being open
and honest about the struggles that
she faces during Ramadan, she found
herself able to cultivate a space in
which she can feel comfortable.
Jenna extends a call to all other
struggling Muslims that attend Seattle
U to find each other so they do not
have to feel alone while observing
Ramadan in college.
“If you’re reading this and you’re
Muslim and you’re fasting, let’s get
together,” Jenna said. “I was you, I am
you, let’s get together and build our
own community”
In writing this piece, I was able to
speak with other Muslims on what
fasting for Ramadan meant for them,
and I am so grateful that they shared
their stories with me. I felt a sense
of interconnectedness between us
when we discussed our similarities
and differences, and it reminded me
that there were ways for me to feel
togetherness during Ramadan.
I find Ramadan to be the perfect
time to do some personal and
interpersonal reflections. I try to
find time to sit down and meditate
on my emotions, spirituality, and
relationships and to determine ifthere
isany room forreligious growth—and
I usually always do find that room.
As I said earlier, fasting in Ramadan
can be a deeply personal experience.
Even though I know this, it is very
different knowing something and
witnessing something, which is what
this article allowed me to do. Jenna,
Ariana, and I all have different ways
in which we express our religion and
spirituality, but I could feel the ways
we were connected, too. To me, that is
the meaning of Ramadan.
I want to reiterate Jenna’s statement
from earlier: Ifyou are a Muslim who
is fasting on campus, and you feel
like you are missing a community,
please come find us. It is so easy to
get caught up in the stress of school
and fasting, and we all deserve time
to sit and breathe and eat together.
There are more of us than we think
on this campus. All we need to do is
find each other to support each other.
Ramadan Kareem!
The editormay be reached at
fdivinagracia@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY WELCOMES SPRING WITH HOLI CELEBRATION
Lily Henein
Volunteer Writer
Seattle University’s South Asian
Student Association (SASA) hosted
the Holi celebration at the Union
Green in observance of the Hindu
festival of color. The day included
traditional Indian treats, like mango
lassi, samosas, and Hindu music.
However, the main part of the event
was when participants covered
each other in brightly-colored
paint chalk which symbolizes the
rebirth of spring.
The tradition originated from two
legends. Aside from Holi symbolizing
the greeting of spring, it is also
indicates the triumph of good over
evil. This takes root from the story of
Hiranyakashipu, a king who believed
he was immortal, and his son, Prahlad,
a devoted worshipper of the Hindu
deity Vishnu, which upset the king.
As the story goes, Vishnu appeared in
the form of a half-lion, half-man and
killed Hiranyakashipu, and thus, good
triumphed over evil.
The other story often associated
with Holi is a storyoflove. A man with
blue skin, Krishna, fell in love with
a woman, Radha, but was worried
that she would not feel the same way
because of his skin, so Radha let him
apply color to her skin as a sign of
acceptance and love. This is the reason
people apply color to each other’s
skin on Holi.
At Seattle U, this part of the event
is purely about having fun within a
community. No religious ceremony
is involved which encourages anyone
to join regardless of their beliefs.
Each color used in the event is said
to symbolize different aspects of the
celebration. Blue is for Krishna, the
blue-skinned god; green is symbolic
of rebirth and new beginnings; red is
the color of marriage and love; yellow,
the color of turmeric, represents
happiness and is often used on
auspicious occasions.
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The festival of color is considered
one ofthe mostrevered and celebrated
festivals of India. The vibrancy of
colors represents the utmost joy and
enthusiasm everyone feels during the
holiday and the warming presence of
having friends and family around to
embrace a new season of life.
At the beginning of the event,
participants were able to try authentic
Indian food, such as samosas, a fried
dish filled with potatoes and peas,
and mango lassi, a refreshing mango
drink, in the Hunt building. Before
the throwing of the colors started,
Senior Ranjani Sundaresan explained
the significance of the holiday before
counting down to the first round of
colors where friends scrambled to
get each other’s white shirts covered
in neon colors.
As the president of SASA,
Sundaresan described how the event
is fun for students to participate in.
“Those not part of the culture can
come regardless of beliefs or ethnicity
and learn about the culture and
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Two students enjoy the Holi celebration last Saturday which celeabrates two classic legends in a traditionalHindufestival of
color.
traditions,” Sundaresan said.
It was Sophomore Michaela
McKasson’s first time attending the
event. She mentioned how it is great
for people to experience and learn
about new traditions and holidays.
She appreciated that the university is
welcoming of differentcultures.
“Seattle University does well in
supporting different traditions,”
said McKasson. “Religious groups
on campus are outreaching to other
students and although I’m part of
[Japanese Student Union], I love to
partake in different celebrations;
they’re always supported.”
This was true for SASA and the Holi
celebration, as students of all different
beliefs and ethnicities attended the
event. The club members brought
new knowledge and awareness
to attendees, hoping to reach out
to the community.
Shivani Chaudhary, the vice
president of the club, usually
celebrates with her family, going to
the temple to worship then retrieving
bags of powder.
“I think the way we structure
the event serves as both a fun and
educational purpose, Chaudhary said.
“I appreciate that people know what
it is, and even if they don’t, they still
attend. It’s not a hugely known holiday,
so people coming, learning about the
culture, and being excited about it is
an awesome thing to witness.”
The event brings the community
together to have fun and bring in
the new season, but also shows the
culture and the reasoning behind the
practices. Chaudhary also mentioned
how important the experience
is for her.
“For my friends and other students
to want to attend the event, it means
a lot that they come together and
celebrate as acommunity, appreciating
and respecting our culture.”





Seattle University’s theatre department
puts on a wide varietyof unique shows
during the course of the school year,
but one show this spring is differentas
it puts students in the driver’s seat of
their own full length production.
“Love and Information” is an
anthology play that follows multiple
characters and different stories
that all follow the general theme
of human connection in an age of
new technologies. Its story has a
“Black Mirror” lookwith equal parts
dramatic horrors and dark humor.
The theatre department chose to put
on the show, but was given to two
theatre students to direct the project.
The series has two acts and a vast
variety of characters, and aims to tell
their stories of human connection
and technology. The show does an
excellent job of exploring the themes
in a fun and inventive manner while
maintaining a balance between levity
and seriousness. The play’s nature as
an anthology contributes to a freshness
that keeps every scene unique and
fun, and allows the directors to focus
on and explore different themes
in the work.
This is one of the first student-
directed shows to happen in several
years. The students were allowed to
direct a show for the main lineup of
Seattle U theatreshows as their senior
capstone projects.
Most of the shows at Seattle U
have a remarkable amount of student
involvement, with students as actors,
stage crew members, and assistants
from the scenery department to the
costume department. This is done
so that the students can practice and
hone the crafts that they hope to
use one day under the tutelage of an
expert in the field.
David Cumpston, a senior theatre
major, and Brennan Bunn, a senior
theatre and film studies major, are the
co-directors of the show. They have
both been involved in the department
since their first year, working in
various capacities in the program on
LOVE AND INFORMATION: A STUDENT-DIRECTED SHOW
multiple differentproductions.
“The two of us knew that we were
interested in directing,” Bunn said. “
So after getting a lot of experience in
the program our advisor, Rosa Joshi,
approached us and said, ‘How would
you feel about- directing during the
main stage season?”’
It was a bit of an adjustment for the
two as they took on the work for the
first time. For Bunn, the adjustment
in a new leadership position was a
change in responsibility.
“One of the difficult things is that
I am a student and I’m still learning
these things,” Bunn said. ... “I have
to be in this position, but I still
don’t know everything. I still make
mistakes, but I have to be okay with
thatand learning fromthem.”
Hannah Matthews, a senior
theatre major with a minor in arts
leadership, was the head costume
designer for the project and has also
worked as the assistant to the faculty
costume designer in the past. She put
together costumes for the entire cast
multiple times over, as each person
has multiple parts in the anthology.
Working with a pair of first-time
directors could have been tough, but
according to Matthews, the process
went very smoothly.
“I think I was nervous at first
because I didn’t know what they
would be like as directors, but really
it was amazing how they both came
to an idea together,” Matthews said.
“Their thoughts on the picture is
cohesive, they never fight about it.
They are doing two separate acts but it
just flows really well.”
The two novices were coached
through the process by the faculty
and staff through weekly advising
meetings where they met to discuss
the progress of putting the show
together. This was an important
part of the process because it
helped provide some support to the
first time directors.
“I’ve learned lights, and scenic,
and sound from these people and it’s
differentbecause you’re used to them
beinga professor, instructing you what
to do. Now it’s shifting to us working
together, them asking me what I want
to do,” Cumpston said.
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Part of the fun for the pair of
directors was working with a team
that they have known for several years
through the course of the program.
The two directors split the show into
two pieces, each taking a part so as to
not step on one another’s toes.
“I have really enjoyed [working
with Brennan]. We’ve worked as stage
managers, we’ve taken classes, so it’s
really nice to be able to work with
a friend,” said Cumpston. “It’s like
doing a group project but you actually
really enjoy who you’re doing the
project with.”
“Love and Information” premiered
this past week and will continue to
have showings Wednesday to Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. until
May 19.
Logan may be reached at
lgilbert@su-spectator.com
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A NEW DIRECTION FOR THE MUSEUM OF POP CULTURE
MarrakechMaxwell
Volunteer Writer
The Museum ofPopCulture (MoPOP)
isknown bestfor its exhibits regarding
the musical and fantastical. People
come from all over to experience
the fantasy-filled excitement that
is MoPOP. The newest exhibit is
called “A Queen Within Adorned
Archetypes,” which the museum
describes as an “investigation into
the symbols of womanhood and
challenges conventional notions
ofbeauty.”
Jacob McMurray, the director
of curation, expressed that when
he started working for the museum
in 1994, the original plan was to
be a Jimi Hendrix museum. Since
2010, MoPOP has been focusing on
expanding its horizons on what the
will be known for.
“We’re trying to ask, ‘How can we
be more inclusive? How can we focus
on more diverse voices and really,
position the museum as a place for
everybody?’” McMurray said.
In this exhibit, there are six
archetypal beauties the installation
focuses on: Thespian, Mother Earth,
Explorer, Heroine, Enchantress,
and Sage. There is also a seventh
archetype, called the ‘Magician’ that
you can find by walking up the main
entrance staircase. The Magician does
not fail to trigger a magical feeling
when looking at the pieces.
The first two pieces look as if they
are straight out of a Studio Ghibli
film, with an ensemble that looks like
a knight from another dimension.
Another prominent piece comes from
Hideki Seo, Japan, and showcases a
sweater with sleeves that are forty-
yards long.
Amanda Bedell, one of the key
publicists for the exhibit, addressed
the challenges and mindset needed in
marketing an exhibition like this one.
The most significant focus was on the
high fashion aspect of the exhibit.
“It is something Seattle has never
seen before,” Bedell said. “Just the
quality and the level of pieces, the
designers that are in this show,
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Seattle hasn’t really seen something
like this before.”
If you are looking for those big
names, “A Queen Within Adorned
Archetypes” is filled with them. There
are pieces from Alexander McQueen,
Tommy Hilfiger, Gucci, and even a
wig from Lady Gaga’s “Bad Romance”
musicvideo.
When you first enter the space, the
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Theseductive ‘Enchantress’archetypefeatures revealing and intimate designsfrom
Charlie leMindu andAlexanderMcQueen.
first archetype you encounter is the
Thespian. The Thespian section houses
the Alexander McQueen pieces. In
the description of this archetype,
this queen “is an actress, entertainer,
dramatist, or comedian. She loves to
amuse others and enjoys the drama
of life.” One sequined dress, printed
with the face of Isabella Blow, details
McQueen’s inspiration for much
ofhis works.
The ‘Mother Earth’ archetype is
described as, “an altruistic parent,
protector, and mentor. She is the
mystic, powerful, life-giving force.”
Pieces from June Canedo in Brazil
focusedon challenging what themedia
was portraying Brazilian women to be
like in 2014.
“I wanted to create images that
countered the global narrative
Victoria’s Secret managed to create
about Brazilian women,” Canedo said.
“Most of us don’t look like Gisele, and
a lot of us can’t even afford Victoria’s
Secret. I wanted to capture Brazilian
women honesdy.”.
Through the beautiful portraits
of these Brazilian women on the
beach, Canedo explored why they
are not represented realistically in
American media.
One of the most compelling
portions of the exhibit is the Explorer
archetype. MoPOP described this
Queen as “an independent-minded
pioneer, adventurer, and rebel. She
accepts challenges, breaks down
barriers, and rejects authority so that
the human spirit can continue to be
authentic and free.” The photograph
shows Louise Linderoth, a designer
from Sweden, in a wheelchair wearing
a pair of Jeans as a top. Her purpose
behind the image is to have viewers
consider the clothes we wear and who
they are designed for.
“I think it’s important to open up
and see different bodies and different
postures on the runway, and in
fashion,” Linderoth said. This section
goes on to detail stories ofwomen who
are trying to change the perception
that womanhood fits into a box or a
single pair of jeans.
Students can buy discounted all-
day tickets to go see the show for
themselves. “A Queen Within Adorned
Archetypes” will be displayed at
MoPOP until Sept. 2.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
COOL DOWN AT CAPITOL HILL’S BEST SCOOP SHOPS
Lindsey Burton
Volunteer Writer
After several months of gray skies,
chilly winds and rain, the sun has
finally made its way back to Seattle.
With record high temperatures hitting
the city this week, there is only one
thing on everyone’s mind: ice cream.
Whether you are vegan, seeking out
rare flavors, or simply looking for the
best scoop this city has to offer, Capitol
Hill has you covered. There are several
scoop shops at Seattle Us doorstep,
each boasting unique characteristics
to suit your ice cream needs.
Kurt Farm Shop
Located just two blocks off campus
in Chophouse Row, this small ice
cream shop breeds authenticity. The
flavors sold here are made locally at
Kurtwood Farms on Vashon Island
and churned at the shop kitchen in
Capitol Hill. According to owner
Kurt Timmermeister, Kurt Farm Shop
stands out among other scoop shops
in the area because ofthe custard base
used in the product. Made from Jersey
cream and milk, organic cane sugar,
and fresh, pastured eggs, this ice cream
is nothing if not authentic. Several
of the ice cream ingredients are also
grown on the farm, strengthening the
shops focus on local produce.
Differentiating itself from the other
shops in the area, Kurt Farm Shop
also sells cheese, which is made at
Kurtwood Farms with the same milk
used in the ice cream base. While
it would only be advised to eat the
two products together in the Floras
Cheese ice cream flavor, both the
cheese and ice cream are amazing
in their own right. The passion that
goes into the creation of the ice cream
makes the experience all the better. “I
really love ice cream, that’s why I do
this,” Timmermeister said.
Frankie & Jo’s
The flagship location of Frankie & Jo’s
in Capitol Hill is just one block from
campus and can always be seen with
a line on warm days. This is the best
scoop shop to go to ifyou have dietary
restrictions because it’s all vegan.
Lactose intolerant? Go to Frankie &
Jo’s. Sensitive to gluten? Go to Frankie
& Jo’s. Conscious about sustainable
living? Go toFrankie & Jo’s. The plant-
based flavors are as close to real ice
cream as you can get while still being
made from pure ingredients.
While difficult to compare to
full-blown, dairy-filled ice cream,
the flavors are so tasty that they
cannot be discounted.
“This is the best fruit ice cream I’ve
ever had in my life,” customer Rachel
Dunn said, seated at the counter
enjoying a scoop of Fruta.
Fruta is one of the current seasonal
flavors with ingredients such as
papaya, mango, pineapple juice, and
lime. On the first Wednesday of each
month, Frankie & Jo’s releases three
new seasonal flavors. With .such
rapid turnaround, you’ll never get
bored and there is always something
new to try.
Additionally,- Frankie & Jo’s is
definitely the most aesthetically
pleasing ice cream shop, so don’t forget
to take a picture for your Instagram
whenyou’re there.
Molly Moon’s
Due to its prime location next to Cal
Anderson Park, Molly Moon’s is the
obvious choice for an afternoon out.
With flavors ranging from Melted
Chocolate to Earl Grey, there’s one
for every mood. The shop has 14
different ice cream flavors at a time,
10 permanent and four seasonal.
A majority of the ingredients come
from the Pacific Northwest, ensuring
that your treat is always fresh. While
Molly Moon’s flavors are not as rich as
other shops, their customer service is
off the charts.
From the second you step into the
shop, you feel welcomed. “We bring
a sense of community and family to
the people who come into the shop. I
tryand build meaningful connections
with our customers and that’s what
we all strive to do,” Molly Moon’s
employee Phenix Laughlin said. “It’s
different than just good customer
service-it’s us building connections
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The line to get into Frankie & Jo’s, a plant-based ice cream joint, gets longer
throughout the day hitting a peak when people get out ofwork.
with people in the community.”
You will always leave Molly Moon’s
with a smile on your face, not just
because of the ice cream, but also
because of how kind the employees
are-not to mention they also sell
apparel for both you and your dog!
Salt & Straw
Salt & Straw is the farthest of the
four from campus, but definitely
worth the walk. If you love unique
flavors, this is the place for you. From
Arbequina Olive Oil to Strawberry
Honey Balsamic with Black Pepper,
the flavors are the most creative of all
the shops in Capitol Hill.
“We take other ingredients that
wouldn’t usually work inside of ice
cream,” employee Reggie Warren
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said. They’re pushing the boundaries
of ice cream and doing it in a
way that works.
Despite itsstatus as a national chain,
Salt & Straw does not have the feel of
a large company because it tailors its
flavors to each shop’s location. Salt &
Strawuses locally sourced ingredients,
so the availability of products in the
region determines what flavors are
featured. Make sure you stop by to try
out all the Seattle-based flavors!
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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XUAN: A CELEBRATION OF THE VIETNAMESE IDENTITY
Logan Gilbert
Staff Writer
The Campion lobby was filled with
flashes of color as students and their
families milled about in ceremonial
dress, preparing for the Vietnamese
Student Associations (VSA) 14th
annual Xuan event, a celebration
of family and togetherness within
the Vietnamese community. This
years theme, “One Moon Many
Tides: Trd Ve Mot Tinh Yeum,”
which translates to “returning home
to one love,” honored Vietnamese
refugees who came to the United
States, and those who were unable to
complete the journey.
The theme also focused on the
stories that tie the communitytogether
and the tides that push their paths
together. Event co-chairs Jennifer
Nguyen and Peter Hoang, both third-
year nursing majors, talked about how
they came up with the theme.
“We are living memorials of our
lineage, our family, our history, our
culture, and this idea of a homeland
that doesn’t really exist anymore,”
Nguyen said. “So when we chose
this theme, ‘One moon many tides,
the moon pulls the tides,’ there
are different waves in different
oceans, similar to us. We are many
different stories but we all branch to
the same heart.”
Upon entering the ballroom,
pictures of past events were displayed
in the entrance hall, along with paper
boats symbolizing the journey from
Vietnam to America.
The Xuan celebration started with
a lion dance performance. Students
danced in colorful costumes to
showcase a part ofVietnameseculture.
The dances continued through the
night, starting with traditional dances
performed with flowers, hats, and
fans. The show also included a skit
about a Vietnamese family running a
restaurant before fleeing the country
as refugees. During the trip to the
United States, two of the brothers
drowned in a very powerful and
moving dance scene.
Xuan also featured spoken
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Vietnamese Student Associations cultural show, this year themed One Moon Many Tides, performed a skit looking at the
history and sacrifices their ancestors madefor theirchildren.
word performances delivered by
several members of the club during
intermission. In addition to the skits
in the play, the poems conveyed
powerful messages about the
Vietnamese identity.
“This year we did a few things for
the first time ever, one being spoken
word poetry, so that was something
we knew we wanted to incorporate,
and we wanted to be intentional
with how the dances were placed,”
Nguyen said.
The poetry was evocative and
emotional, a true testament to the
emotions that people had about their
struggles and triumphs in connecting
with their Vietnamese culture.
After dinner was served, the skit
continued with the surviving sister
and her struggles against racism
and in raising her own children.
Through the play, the club looked to
continue grappling with the themes
of acceptance and belonging in the
United States. Eventually through
many struggles, the characters were
able to be comfortable with who they
were and appreciate everything their
motherhad done for them.
During Xuan, VSA also raised
money for the charity Children of
Vietnam, an organization that hopes
to provide programs for children who
may not have certain opportunities
otherwise. This was an important
charity for the club because it meant
giving back to the people in the home
that their families had left behind.
“We chose the charity because
it was what the Greater North
American VSA chose to work with.
It’s really important to support [those
in Vietnam], especially when that
involves education, healthcare, and
basic necessity,” Nguyen said.
The event focused on the sense
of family that the club has built
and the pride that they had in their
performances. Grace Chinen, a first-
year environmental studies major,
attended the event and appreciated the
community that VSA had established.
“My friend told me that VSA is a
tight knit and welcomingcommunity...
and the event was a testament to that
comment,” Chinen said. “Watching
the performances and sitting among
friends and family allowed me to see
how many differentbackgrounds were
brought together by this celebration
of Vietnamese culture...it’s easy to
sec how much time and thought, and
truth went into these stories.”
Thenight ended with therecognition
of members of the club and the pride
VSA members feel in sharing their
culture. The Xuan event is a call to
the struggles that the Vietnamese
community has faced both in the
journey to America, and also in
their reception. The community’s
unflinching strength is what makes the
annual event such a great celebration.
Logan may be reached at
lgilbert@su-spectator.com
SOFTBALL WINS WAC, EARNS FIRST NCAA TOURNAMENT BID
Nicole Golba
Staff Writer
Out of every Division I softball
program in the United States, only 64
earn the right to battle it out in the
most elite tournament of the year—
the prestigious NCAA Tournament.
The Seattle University Softball
Team has been breaking records all
year, with their most recent feat quite
arguably becoming the most historic.
The team, after winning its first-ever
Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
Tournament title, obtained a bid to
the NCAA Tournament for the first
time in school history.
Geoff Hirai, head coach of four
years, was not surprised in the least by
the many successes of the team.
“It’s just the culture that we have...
We try tokeep it short and intense and
manage time...We don’t change our
approach, it’s just a long season and
we condition hard to help us. We get
mentally prepared for that,” Hirai said.
The WAC Tournament, which took
place in Phoenix, Arizona, featured
major comebacks from the Redhawks
on multiple occasions.
The Redhawks faced Kansas City
first, rallying from a 4-0 deficit to take
the win at the last minute. Redshirt
Sophomore Pitcher Carley Nance hit
a walk-off double to help the team
advance in the winner’s bracket.
The next day, the Redhawks took
on second-seeded New Mexico
State University (NMSU) in another
close game.
At the bottom ofthe seventh, NMSU
held the lead with a 7-4 advantage
over the Redhawks. Nance again came
up clutch. The Maple Valley native hit
a walk-off grand slam for a comeback,
sending the Redhawks to their second
WAC Championship Game in just
three seasons.
The final win and bid to the
NCAA Tournament came when the
Redhawks defeated NM State for the
second time with a score of3-2. Nance
SPORTS
earned MVP Tournament Honors
after multiple efforts that contributed
greatly to the victories.
It was an especially bittersweet
moment for seniors like Hitter Emma
Mitchell, who have been to the
Championship game twice but only
just now taken the victory.
“This has been a really fun season—-
we’re a special group of girls. Being a
senior you want to leave it all on the
field, and it’s been fun to be on one last
ride,” Mitchell said when reflecting
upon the past year.
The team, which officially started
their season the beginning ofFebruary
but have been training since fall, have
spent countless hours together on and
off the pitch.
“I think we’ve all bought into each
other and we’re all about hard work.
Going into the tournament, it was
super cool to be with the family that
we are,” Mitchell said.
Senior Hitters Kaylee Ree
and Cherise Silvan also gained
recognition, with both players picked
all-tournament. Furthermore, the
most recent victory marked the
single-season record for victories with
an impressive 39.
Whathas changed over the pastyear
to propel the group of Redhawks to
such a record-breaking year?
Not much, according to Hirai.
“It’s familiarity with the
upperclassman getting it down to the
underclassmen. Oncethey understand
it it’s easier to pass it down. So the
seniors, being with me for four years,
understand how I do things—and
how we do things.”
Team dynamics remain an
undeniably strong force among the
team, who are more excited than ever
for the start oftheNCAA Tournament.
“I think it’s exciting that the season
is still going on. I know for me
personally, being a senior, you don’t
want the WAC Tournament to be your
last game,” Mitchell said.
And with this, the Redhawks will
begin the National Tournament
on Friday, May 17. They will face
Mississippi State, an at-large selection
from the SEC conference.
Facing big-name schools, especially
those from talented conferences
like the SEC, does not intimidate or
change the mindset ofthe team.
“We put blinders on to take care
of business and prove to others
that Seattle U softball is here,”
Mitchell said.
Especially for Hirai, coaching at a
smaller school has been a privilege.
“I like being at a small school.
People overlook us...We try to prove
them wrong.”
The Redhawks continue on their
quest with Friday’s game starting
at 4:30 p.m. to open the double-
elimination tournament at the Husky
Softball Stadium. Mitchell and the
team are ready and are hoping for
local support.
“We’re hoping we have the support
of the community and see lots of red
and black in the stands to go take care
ofbusiness.”
Tickets are available online
starting Wednesday at 9 a.m. and are
expected to be in high-demand, so it
is recommended that fans purchase
sooner rather than later to see the
team of Redhawks continue their
impressive season.
Kristen may be reached at
knielsen@su-spectator.com
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Seattle University’s Track and Field
team took to Orem, Utah this past
week for the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) Championships,
ready to dominate.
First-year Nicole Whittern set the
tone for the conference and secured
a bronze medal in the javelin throw
on the first day. Whittern was able to
crush her personal-best with a heave
of 40.20-meters in the preliminary
round, then beat that personal-best
with a throw of 41.53-meters in the
finals.
Whittern has been awaiting this
chance since an injury near her elbow
put her out for most of the season,
allowing for only one throw in the
spring season before the tournament.
Sophomore Kyle Kennedy
continued the day with similar success
as he ran his first ever 10k, earning
seventh place with a time of 32:47.59.
Kennedy has continued his trend
of placing in the top eight for three
conferences in a row.
Though Kennedy and Whittern
were the stars of the day, several
other Redhawks were able to set new
personal-bests as well.
First-year Tallia Sova won her heat
in the javelin throw with a personal-
best of 35.21-meters.
First-year Courtney Gelmini also
posted a personal-best in the 10k with
a time of 41:14.93.
With the first day full of success, the
Redhawks continued into the rest of
the conference with heads held high.
Senior Caylah Lunning led the
Redhawks into the second day with
a bronze medal as she tied her own
personal-best in the long jump with a
distance of 5.73-meters.
Junior Michelle Newblom once
again broke the school record for
the 100-meter hurdles despite a
considerable headwind with a time of
14.51, qualifying her for the finals.
Alongside Newblom, many other
Redhawks were able to qualify for
the finals.
TRACK AND FIELD WRAPS UP SEASON AT WAC TOURNAMENT
Kristen Nielsen
Staff Writer
Junior Siobhan Rubio qualified for
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the 800-meter run finals with a time
of 2:15.03 and came out second in
her heat.
First-year Nicole Golba qualified
for the 400-meter hurdles with a
time of 1:04.76 while fellow first-year
Regie Grady set a personal-best in the
400-meter run with a time of57.58.
First-year Isaiah Payne alsorecorded
a personal-best with a time of 21.65 in
the 200-meter dash and an impressive
time of 10.93 in the 100-meter dash,
coming in third in his heat.
Junior Steven Brown led his
teammates in the 400-meter hurdles
with a time of 55.76.
As the second day came to a close,
the Redhawks looked forward to the
third and final day as their last chance
for record-breaking achievements.
In the midst of this incredible
success, there was one event that stood
out: the womens 4x100 relay.
Newblom, Lunning, and Gradywere
accompanied by sophomore Michaela
Moore in bringing home a new school
record in the 4x1 co-meter relaywith a
time of 46.85, a full .90 seconds faster
than the previous record. The group
was fourth overall in the conference
for the event.
This group was quite unusual,
made ofup of a hurdler, long jumper,
400-meter runner, and only one
100-meter runner.
“The fact that we were able to
accomplish this was amazing,”
Newblom said.
The team had little to no preparation
going into the event as a team as
Lunning was battling injuries up until
the tournament.
“I justhad to figure out two different
hand-offs and came in a bit later. I
think we did a pretty solid job overall,”
Lunning said.
The group attributes this overall
achievement to the bonds they share
with one another, which allowed them
to pull together a cohesive group in
such little time.
“We get along really well. If we
didn’t have that I don’t think we would
have had this level of success at all,”
Moore said.
Grady also adds that the support
they received from coach Kelly
Sullivan and assistant coach Chad
Pharis gave them the confidence
they needed.
“For them to even have their eyes
on us and make sure that we were in a
good spot made us feel confident and
comfortable,” Grady said.
The men’s 4x100-meter relay saw
similar success, as First-years Brant
Yamamoto, Lucas Milne, and Isaiah
Payne accompanied Junior Jarod De
Guzman for a season-best at 42.06,
securing fourth place as well.
Returning for the finals, Newblom
was able to secure sixth place with a
time of 14.80 inthe 100-meter hurdles.
Golba was able to place eighth in
the 400-meter hurdles -with a time of
1:06.42 in the finals while teammate
Rubio took fourth place in the
800-meter run with a time of 2:12.60.
First-year Marie-Therese Chahrouri
led the women with a time of 4:52.45
in the 1500-meter run.
Senior Jacques Hebert was able to
secure fourth place in the 1500-meter
run with an incredible time of3:55.79,
the fastest of the Redhawks for
the event.
Overall, Seattle U placed seventh
overall for the women’s team and
eighth overall for the men. The title
went to the host of the event for the
women, Utah Valley, while the men’s
title went to Grand Canyon University.
The conference was considered a
win for Seattle U with several broken
school records and many personal-
bests for the athletes.
Editor’s Note: Michelle Newblom,
Michaela Moore, and Caylah Lunning
all are employees of The Spectator.
Kristen may be reached at
knielsen@su-spectator.com
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REDHAWK BASKETBALL ADDS TO THEIR 2019-2020 COACHING STAFF
Spencer Haddenham-Gibler
Volunteer Writer
Seattle University Men’s Basketball
has named former Saint Martin’s
University head coach Alex Pribble
the team’s newest associate head
coach for the upcoming 2019-2020
season.
Before arriving at Seattle U,
Pribble spent four years at the helm
of Saint Martin’s, racking up an 83-
40 record and leading the Saints to
two consecutive NCAA Division II
appearances, reaching the Sweet 16
last campaign.
“I really enjoyed my time .at Saint
Martin’s—it was a great experience,”
Pribble said. “I’m really excited about
[Seattle U]. I think Seattle University
is a fantastic school and have great
momentum in the basketball
program going right now. I’m going
to do everything Lean to really help
them improve.”.
Bringing in Pribble to the Redhawk
coaching staff was an easy choice
for head coach Jim Hayford. Besides
Pribble’s notable resume in his time at
Saint Martin’s, Pribble served under
Hayford at Eastern Washington
University where the two formed
a close relationship coaching the
Eagles and sharing memories oftheir
work together like beating basketball
powerhouse Indiana on the road.
“Alex took a losing program, and
four years later they’re a top ten
Division II team in the country,”
Hayford said. “It really strengthens
our staff. It brings a lot of experience,
and familiarity because we’ve
worked together.”
Prior to his time at Eastern, Pribble
spent time as an assistant at San
Francisco State University for two
years and coached at Tamalpais High
School in Mill Valley, California prior
to that.As a player, Pribble played four
years at the University of California
Berkeley wherehe also was a graduate
assistant. Pribble explained that
his familiarity with the West Coast
basketball community will bring
in-depth recruiting to the Redhawk
program, adding an extra component
ELISEWANG-THESPECTATOR
Alex Pribble, the newest associate head coach, joined the Seattle Ubasketball staff this spring.
beyond what’s seen on the court.
With the Redhawks entering their
third year under the Hayford rebuild
of the program, Pribble adds a new
offensive dimension to Seattle U,
focusing mainly on interior post-
play that Junior Forward Mattia Da
Campo says can benefit him and the
team’s play immensely going forward.
“He’ll learn how to coach me, I’ll
learn how to learn from him and
we’ll find a relationship together,”
Da Campo said. “I’m excited and
am looking forward to this. He’ll be
my position coach so I know we’ll
be spending a lot of time in the
gym together.”
After a 2018-2019 campaign with
ijo seniors, Seattle U basketball moves
forward into the 2019-2020 season
with a young core with good team
cohesion, building off their successes
and downfalls fromtheir previous 18-
15, 6-10 Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) record. Because of this, it
was important for Coach Hayford to
bring in someone to continue to help
lay the foundation for his vision of
the program.
“When you look at his successes
at Saint Martin’s, you can see the
strengths of who he is as a coach,”
Hayford said. “His ability to be
innovative on offense, I think he’s
really great at building a brotherhood
amongst young players so we can
build good team chemistry.”
“I want to contribute wherever I
can,” Pribble said. “Being able to get
with the players one-on-one to help
them become theirbests is something
I can help out with.”
With five months to go until the
basketball season resumes, Hayford,
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Pribble, and the rest of the Seattle
U coaching staff are preparing,
improving on last season. They are
working out the kinks to get the best
out of their players, recruiting the
newest generation of Redhawks, and
getting ready for war against a tough
WAC competition like Grand Canyon
University and New Mexico State.
However, with the hiring of Coach
Pribble to complement his prior
relationship with Hayford, Redhawk
fans have everyright to get excited for
next year’s product on the hardwoods.
“Having worked with [Hayford]
before, I understand the culture put
in place here, and I think it matches
up with everything that I enjoy about
basketball,” Pribble said.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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A MEMORIAL AND A MESSAGE ABOUT THE STEM SHOOTING
This week there was a shooting at STEM School Highlands Ranch in Colorado. It was my high school.
I went to elementary school at a feeder school to Columbine High School. There were days after school that I played in the park outside the infamous high
school, alongside the statues and plaques that list names of students who lost their lives in the attack.
A few weeks ago was the 20th anniversary of the shooting. A woman flew from Florida to try to recreate it. Schools were shut down across the Denver Metro
area, including my high school. Some orderwas reestablished to the lives ofthe students, and the body ofthe woman was foundwith the shotgun she used to
kill herself. She was found in a forest less than 25 miles from my sisters high school.
There is something about growing up around a history so perfuse with the ideaof gun violence that I wasn’t sure it was real. I never thought ofit as anything
more than a series of strange rituals and fears that people had. That was all until it happened to people I cared about.
Now, this isn’t an opinion piece about gun control. I know that I can’t say anything that hasn’t already been said before that would convince anyone of any-
thing. There have been countless articles and essays proposing how and why we got to the point in this country that shootings have become a part of life. Ideas
ofhow this should be addressed conflict as tensions rise and more time is lost. Any solution, right or wrong, is all I would like at this point; anything mustbe
better than going through these issues again and again without change.
So this is not politicization of the event. In fact, I despise the fact that politicians showed up at the vigil this week and started campaigning, using names of
people I know as ammunition in their efforts to get a job. This is a memorial more than anything else, a memorial for Kendrick Castillo, who gave his life trying
to protect others, a memorial for those that got injured both mentally and physically.
This is my candle at a vigil I could not be there for. This is it flickering as I shield it from the wind that would have it lost to history. The name Kendrick Cas-
tillo will be immortalized in ink, because it’s not much but it’s the most that I can give, to make sure people know his name a thousand miles away from where
he saved lives.
I wish I could share a good storyabout him, something that could make this more personal, but I didn’t know him well. I know he was one of the best engi-
neers in the whole school, I know he was hilarious and a lot offun to be around, and I know that he really, truly cared about the people around him.
Now in another way, a way that hurts and feels wrong, this is a memorial for the shooters,and the shooting itself. It’s not to immortalize the act, or give fame
to those that did this. In fact, I don’t want to say their names, I don’t want to give them that recognition. It’s not to vilify them either, they are not evil incarnate
that we should yell and scream at. What they did, while immoraland gut wrenchingly horrible, was still a profoundly human act. The act of two people who felt
broken and othered. This is for the children that they once were, the friends that they helped, the lives that they had before. That’s something I think gets lost
somewhere in the grim spectacle ofit all: that they are people too, people that needed love.
So what I am trying to say in a long winded, preachy, and probably pretty annoyingkind ofway is to just care about people. Love the people around you, love
them for their virtues, savor them because they may be gone without warning. Love them for their vices even more though. Ifwe see each other and care about
one another then maybe we can stop a shooting.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Michelle Newblom, Frances Divinagracia, Elise Wang, Sophia Wells, Josh Merchant, Alec Downing, Michael Ollee, Sam Schultheis, and Emily
Mozzone. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle
University.





Q® Hey Mama, I’m a senior with a job offerright out of• school... I want to askfor more moneyfor my starting
salary, but I’m worriedabout jeopardizing the offer!
What wouldyou do?
Alt never hurts to ask for more money! Imagine you• interview dozens of applicants, finally find the right
•
one, and when they have the audacity to ask a single
thing, you fire them and start the whole process over. Pretty
dumb, right? The worst thing they can do is say no. Ask for
more money than you think you deserve, then hopefully their
counteroffer will be somewhere closer to what you want.
Q Ifyou could say one thing to yourfreshman year selfon day one, what would it be?
A I think I’d tell her that it won’t be so bad forever. Right• now, everytime someone disagrees with you or starts a
* conflict it feels like your entire world is crashing down.
Believe it or not, there will come a day when you can look
someone in the eye and tell them they’ve hurt you, and you
won’t cry or faint or want to die for the next week. You’ll learn
how to fight and be strong and stand up for yourself. And turns
out when you believe in yourself, people tend to walk all over
you less and respect you more.
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The MoPop’s newest exhibit, “A Queen Within: Adorned Archetypes,” features the six identities ofa queen.
